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As soon as our young can comprehend our rds we begin

:9to tell then stories, and the hope we r for our

elders is that we will be able to he their full story

,r before they go . . . . (Cax, 1973) //

Storytelling is slowly findingits way intp classrooms wearing the

'label of "oral history" or ly le remaabering their past".

'The increasingly popular re . ..- to the works of.Allan Anderson

(i977), Barry Broadfoot (19 1976, 1977), Pick Butler (1978),

Myrna. Kostash (19.77) , Studs Terkel (196E, 1970, 1972) established

the fact that are interested in "people's history" and find

it, meaningful well as entertaining. Historian's .guilds found

a place for new tool as did new aisociations.
1

The new

produced guides for others to practice the craft

tribute to the budding.collections of *aped interviews in

and national archives (Baum, 1974; McCracken, 1974). Professionals

and amateurs went forth to gather reminiscences for posterity.

In' the late 1960'yliot Wigginton (1972-1976) was working

with school Children in Pabtin Gap, Georgia in order to gather the

stories and craftways of their elders. They_publiShed a community

newsletter which Became the basis for. a series of Foxfire volumes which`
4

have attracted thousands of readers in North America. Similar efforts

elsewhere resulted in he collection of traditional creation stories

and ler:mis from school children of native Canadians in the Vancourr

area of British Columbia.



Same Advantages

History and social ience teachers, wrestling with ways to

make thgir courses Mime terestipg, found oral history techniques

advantageous. in at least four ways:
\.-

historical knowledge is immediate and tangible. Cne has the

sense of *doing" history' and providingrmtivation for inquiry and

research skills;

oral history offers direct linkage to "new" historical interests

which students\tend to ,take seriously, ethnic traditions, family

histories, andwaren'shistcay;

school studies are linked the experiences, of the community,

and'tendr.to produce outcomes which are valued in the.adult world; the

students get to interact with diverse groups of people, tObs breaking

down social isolation in the school curriculum; projects foster

useful interactions with parents, relatives, and neighbors;

students improve skills in Planning and organization, oral

interviewing or questioning, interpersonal ccmmunications, and'

listening with empathy .(Eric-Chess, 1975, pp. 1-4).

But the fascination with oral history, perhapa in too many

classrooms, is restricted by the focus on data collection about local

Ana and by a view of education as knowing information. The

emphasis shOuld be an method which includes ed-in-advance,

taped-recorded interviews with someone Who first hand knowledge

of an event or a way of life that'sof scmehistorical interest.

It is not random oanversatian, tape-:recorded" (Eric-Chess, 1975, p..1)..



The educational merits of the method are not to be restricted to

the activity of data collettion but are essentially located in what

students and teachers do with the data. indeed, it is no easy task

in executing the method as Anderson (p. xivj,rendnds us: "Interviewing

is an art, and I have been at it for thirty years, and. have learned

my trade. You ha* to draw people out, .you have to stir up their_

memories, you have tc provoke them and Charm them, you haVe to bully'

them or be patient and to than or humour them along, depending

on circumstances, but in most cases, interviewed properly, people -

are simply busting to tell their stories." But apart from the technique,-

what is there about the essential nature of oral history that crintributes,

to social education in any significimitmarner?

Oral history and the Quest for Identity

Oral history contributes specifically to that frequently mentioned

"identity crisis" in adolescent development. Data or facts offered .

to -youth by the traditiOnal educator largely ignore the quest for

identity. The innovations ofithe "new" social studies seem as alien

to the development of identity as the traditional history and social

sciences which they sodght to replace.

Values clarification might assist youth in articulating feelings

andlboncerns, but not aid in the resolution or satisfaction of those

oonvehns (Fraenkel, 1977). Affective education has not resolved the

problems of narcissism and prikatism. Moral reasoning if-j,t be

focussed solely unon-Value principles and rational individualiSm,

ignores the issuesofmoral behaviour.

5
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We know. that i tities are attained as a function of social

interaction. Patte of interactions within and without social-

institutions as exp sed in oralhistory.can foster positive

ideritities among adolescents and build commitment to civic ideals.''

'' If cne cannot define oneself successfully in a milieu of inadequate

symbolism (Klapp, 1969), there is an Aidentity crisis". The

predominance of such crises among youth and adults results in suet

Characteristics as fadism, the worship of the new (necpi2ilia),-and,

the search for instantaneous satisfaction (Halleck, 19691. Social f'ik.

interactions may assist in supplying a more adegaate symbolism in

situ creations as the social sentiments of.lcial, fraterity, and:
.)

community solidarity. Stories Trap the linguistic and. moral dicmmUnity

tell us about these sociailnteractions which then shape the *learner's
fa

*
perceptions and actions.

Oral history can provide "meanings" both about the "ego-order"
4

(finding meaning which integrates personal experiences) and about

"social- order" (the aping maintained by persons sharing a geographical

or historical set g). These two sides of identity (Erikson, 1976)

1.

were less ambiguous n a single world view was prevalent and

reinforced by the social interactianssof,the community. The accounts

'of the pioneers and early immigrants reveal the haer=eity of perspectives

and)interpretations of their experiences, e.g., in religious norms

and the role of women. The symbols, images, and 'perspectives offered'

in the.narratives were often integrated as sacred and.absolute: TheSe

systems of meaning contained images of the course of and'ilow ore

comes to terms with life's aMbigUities, contradictions, and 'pabxes
.

(Erikson, ,1976, p. l9).

6
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Shattering the Canopy

once-revered
icintitrunder the "sacred canopy" (Berger,

1970) ufiderwenterosion aneshatteang with the evolution of the'

urban-inaustriarsociety so typical in North America. Now campetiqg

images,'symbol,systems, and world-views provide greater dissonance.

Reality as "one", consensually validated by the "facts"''of.existence

for those likeminded people in the comMunity, has' given way to a

world of 'diverse symbols, multiplicity, and plurilism-wbich is-madr
more uncomfortable. There is nck_return to ,that older world vision

of tightly-knit ghettos with the identical symbols of another age.

2 ,The challenge is in crating legitimate, reaningful-identities for ouxtelves

,and our Children in culturally diverse' settings. This is a forward

perspective td. finding out who T,f, are aid-where we are by creating legitimate,

meaningful identities for ourselves. Thas,,diScussions'of national identities,

ethnicity, citizenship; and moral or values edUCation reveal an 'abiding

interest in building new bonds for gal life Icit a pluralistic society

and in safeguarding students frombanalitYA alienatiOn; and a life'based

upon the elusive quest for "style".

Recent research and reflection upon adolescent development

helpful in:discerning the features of a legitimate ieentityaftd

the process of its attainment. Underlying adolescents' iftrediate

fads and behavioural styles- are eeepan-dpersistent concerns. about
.7.

identity and place.' Uhether these concerns are conceptualized as. --

self- image, disconnectedness, and control over one'slife (Fantini

and weinstein, 1970) 3, or as a sense of; competency, usefulness

4 2.
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4 (achievement) belongingness (affiliation) , power (poiParc.17),

;responsibility (dignity), and, challenge - the task of possessing such

senses. is accomplished only with others in a real cadmmitytAmidn

has a fraternal feeling of shared values. They. carrot be- solely

individual accomplishMents for the senses are symbolic and

instittitiatal.

Levelcpuental psychology has also complemented this perspective

by informing us that any progress through structures (stages) ) of

development depends greatly upon the type,and quality of interactions

with one's environment. Adolescents can conceive-of various courses

. of action and what might be the conseqUences for army one course.

T4ey can think abstractly about themselves and can project themselves

into the future. They can empathize with others once they have acquired

." same skills through strategies learned at home, in the ccomUnity,

anciqn school (Sprinthall and Mbsher, 1976, 1978). Pesearch on

ego-development indicates that adolescents also dhow intensive concern

for others in the context of personal responsibility. They can

undeestand complex human motives ar ossess. anehlaqed social.,

persPective Ubevinger, 1970, 19740.

Social educators are increasingly aware 'of developmental moral

theory. If crn7appeals to the chlberg framework, adolescents are
I-

.

Led as predaninantat the'dtage"three orientation of fulfilling

t

stations otocthersin moral reasoning. They are proving

'toaard the stage four orientation which is to reason accordidg to



the established roars of the social order and authority.

Adolescents will. reason more adequately if:

they are exposedto enriching expediences in the ciassroart,
'., .

dealing with. picblern:s.of the hurnen. corditicn by ireatis of moral .1".
, .

dilenTres, reasoning, _and acting;

they interact with others who are at least at-oTie stage
L .4,

)1.igher- in their moral reasoning.

DC 'It is 'clear that ego-cleveloprrent,- moral develogrent, empathy

and identity,develogrent are socially derived by individuals through

their p.xperiences and interacticns with others.4 But, just as
values clarification and "humaitistic eduCation", have focussed upo n

, .

self to the exclusion of the social context,- so some cL..Velogrentalists

direct us and define our developnent in. ways-that close,our options

and are not pluralistic interpretations of reality. Public educatioi,

which has just shed scene of its "melting pot" bias in tents of social

customs, ought not to reinstate cultural hcrnoCierlizatiar: in' the subtle

expectations of how ;tudentS should think, value, and define

)themselves (Beck, 19737. Novak, 1974; Stillivan,, Gi tl i gain, 1971)

Symbolic Worlds. and Pluralism

"Religious Group Protects Bugs" headlined a report .(Waterloo-

Kitchener lecord, July 22, 1976, p..44), about a cdiflict between a

Jain living, in lioronto and public 'health officers who carre.to the

apartrirent to "exterminate"- oc;ckroaches. The Jain, an intnigrant fran

India now working as a mechanical engineer,iprotestede such "violence^

that would be perpetrated on the roaches. The health of were



astounded. Two symbol systems stood in conflict. These may operate

at differen levels of oonsciousftess, e.g., the following four #

Novak, 19 4; Raman, 1969;.Lasswell,'1958):

A sense Of reality: the workIN.riewvAlich serves as a selective

screen containing what is truly important; the set of symbols which

4

function to give life meaning and self-identity. Orie feels the

differences in the sense of the "realitites" when confronted with

'culture shock abroad or jains in antbpartrrent in Tbronto..

A cultural and personal story: the dramatic structures given

to time, history,, space, and interpersonal relations, by cultural,

symbols and the personal experience of persons within those collectives.

the can see this when carp ring a Winslow Homer painting of man and

the sea with a Taoist conception of the same phenomenon, or the

rituals of the Inuit and those of the Florida hunter, or the conception.

of violence for the ,health officer and the Jain.

A network of images and words: interpreted in the context

in which we place them and often of a mixed and contradictory nature.

Witness the debates over busing, bilingualitm, immigration policy,

oithe image of "progress" as held by the ecologist and thecorporate

executive. Cne person's "myth" is anther's "truth"; one's "ideology"

is anther's "rationality". This network shapes our hopes and

directs our rives and expectations.

A set of rules for interpreting events, images and words:

flexible proicesses,which focus our attention and trigger responses,

such as the claim of a woman' s . total right over her body becomimg .

murder, for others ia the abortion debate, or the above cockroach story.

10
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In the social sciences there are Other Ciatsifications of

meanirig systems (Kludkholm, 1950; 1961) which' converge to suggest

the various symbolic world and networks are primarily communal,

social, and historical. 7tr understand Ourselves and others involVes

Or demands insightful selfreflection and "passing-over" to others"

cultural horiions aiad ways of living. Meaningful use cf. oral .history
, .

can assist in this task. The public health officer should have

been equipped to realize that his response to the bugs was not_ the

absolute and universal one possible. The Jain, on the' other hand,

was already participating in two symbolic worlds -- that of a Jain

and all that his religion implied and that of a mechanical engineer

.living in a vast pluralistic and cosmopolitan society. AnalCgieS

cOUld also be made to the Navaho Child living in a village of his

_ elders and watching television and going to schEol or 'the-

Inuit who follows some of the customs of his elders .and' a4o

participates in the economic life of his anglO or franoophone neighbors.

Thus, the development of a "pluralistic personality" is

imperative for adolescents and adults alifce. Such persons will have

the self - awareness to confront various symbolic woFlds, the stories

which created them, and their implications for social interaction.

They will have an empathetic dispo9ition to "paSs over" into the

symbolic lives of others- (Bruner, *1970) . Once' they have done this,

they will be in a' better position to work collectively on the grcimxi

rules for cooperation and the iesolutiOn of problems in pluralistic

7cariro4nities For example, the community worker in a neighborhood
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dcei not try to build a carrra.mity around-sarreness in the inter-

pretations and experiences of their liveillut upon cart= camrns
5and the dignitTof:diffidrence of-rreanings. . .

Cne.final point in rationale 'for the use of oral history.

should be mace. The can develop much needed skills and

attitudes -Ltiat;Iad to altruism, cooperation and social responsibility.

Ideologic:1;11y individualistic models of social relationships must.'.
ebe replaced by more final or collective ones. A-moral

catititrent Or. a sense of moral acid social passion that'is .deepl li. felt:

and that permeates one's sense of' self-identity and self-esteein can

e prcrnoted zn the classroom jn an atmosphere of warmth, aCC:eptance.

and caring. (Cagan, 1978).

Adolescents, Pluralistic Personalities and Oral History a

Vt have been arguing a rationale for the nature of oral

-history as a student's tool to discern answers albeit tentative
ones to the questibns, "who 'are we and haa should we live

together?: I is not primarily a means of gathering information

or piling up heaps of knowledge, i.e. facts.

In his best-SeLling oral history, Working,. Studs Terkel

*travelled into capt-Inities and sarrpled the diversity" of images

and "realities" of working in the United States. People spoke

to dreams, dignity,, diligence, and frustrations. The impact on . ...

the interviewer and the -reader is much more than simple stories, of

. It is a panorama of meanings of work and it evokes empathy

for such workersin theii situations. The sane can be said for

Anderson'is accounts of farnerS and rand-hers, of Broadboot's pioneers of

12.



Western Canada, of KostaSh's Ukrainian Canadians, or of-Butler's

Quebecers. Students can replicate perhaps in a much less

-sophisticated way - tbese'studies intheit. own cummunities with

parents, relatives, neighbours and friends.

To capture those stories orally and transfer-them to print

is no mean task. It first has to code Ca of a conviction that

dramatic, wonderful, terrible, foolish, fun' and tragic things°

happen to many people as an inevitable human condition. Or

it might-come from a certain- serendipity, an_ unexpected excitement

-and revelation of the interviewee. It is,not only the'Alderly

who ,Save lived so much more of these remembered experiencesthat

d an audience for the oral-historians. It is alsohas

Ohilirrriedrenuho might reveal their.j*areptions of a diety, heroes,

or even human reproduction (Bernstein, 1978).

Ved Mehta (1976) returned to India to recover the eSsential..

Gandhi and to examine-what has happened to his ideals and followers.

Malta ttadked down Gandhi's supporters and apostles, interviewed

them, and examined iheir lifestyles in the light of old ideals.

Studiats can also investigate similar ideals, and vision, of significant

.others of recent generations. Every community has its characters,

its leaders, its models, apaits legends.

in her famous documentary film, Harlan County, USA, Barbara

Kopple focusses upon "lived !Talents" in the lives of -coal. miners

and their families,-strike breakers, and executives.

human pathos of underground'miiiing, conflict and marginality



Stood in contrast to the sense of community among United Mine

Workers and the intense love among- family members. Kopple's-

film helps us make meaning of We where it is lived -- in mcments.

Nhy Shoot the Teacher? comes to mind as a Canadian film that

vividly describes the plight of.a teadher in the prairie count.ry.

in the 1930s as seen through the eyes of its author, Max Braithigaite.

Likewise, the oral stories of the Broadfoot collection have

extended visually in a magnificent tarteen-part television series,!

basedan The Pioneer Years, and produced. by ACCESS Alberta in 1977':

Whether it is a bush pilot making a wintry rm,.the West

Indian boarding a plane for a new life in Toronto, the auto-worker

facing his first strike, or thd first recollection of drought by .an

old woman, once a youngster on an Alberta prairie (Rasmussen, Savage

and Wheeler, 1976), each has a meaning or Several meanings to share.

"It is not by looking at things-b14bIrdwelling in them that we

understand their . . . meaning" (Polyani, 1966).
w

PoSweil Angier (1976) spent three years,dwellingin Boston's

infamous Combat Zone taking pictures and intendewing.houncers,

bartenders, patrons and shag girls. He asked questions about the

quality of life and the worth of. various life styles. Sthdezits

can also ask such queStions,in their comcnities. Courage, cowardice,

generosity and greed, awe and mockery are human qualities whidh.can

be shared, discerned, and reflected upon. No "laws" or empiriCal
,

generalizations result but rather insightful propositions and images

of self and others which might serve as students' guides.'

14.
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Leo Sander, Jr. (1978) interviewed North American "Moonies

(Unification Church members) in order to understand the message and

motives of the organization and its youthful adherents. Michael Macodby

(1976)esPent six years studying hunditFeds of executives in North

American oorporaticns. His interviews and "in-dwelling"revealed certain

behavioural styles and compulsions linked to value systems and personal
2.

stories.' Value)poncepts and symbols which ourour acts and

Questions aboutdecisicns are More readily revealed through

worth, importance, priority and significance can pranote the expansion

of'the story-telling into the value-ladened re Care must be

taken not to invade the deeper privacy of the terviewBe.

Teacher educators can look at the edited volume hyNalgram

and Sciarra (1974) for amodel of how autbicgraphical accounts of

certain faoats of grawing up can be richly interpreted. Concepts of

aggression, fear and anxiety, awareness of icitY, race, poverty

.and joy, feelings of guilt, awe, trust, and integrity are available.

to those "doing" oral history. Concentration must be focussed an

the "other', i.e., the interviewee, and then back to the self and

one's wrold view.

Tao very recent examples of the technique axe: Bill Finger's, interviei

of Carlyle Marney in "Preaching the Gospel, South of,Clad," Christian-

Century (pct. 4, 1978), and Studs'Terkel's interview of the founder of

the Gray Panthers on film or videotape/ "Maggie Kuhn: Wrinkled Radical,"

Mb-T/13) .
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*extraordinary resource s ava4able an Microfilm (microfilming

Corporation of. Amex-ix:a) 4 collections (2,900 + memoirs) ii The New

York Times Oral Histo This collection includes a rehensive

inventory /ofthe arts, mess, labor, religion, education

ethnicity coal mining, poverty, civil,rights and other specific\isdues.

Implications

It is not the 1.-tention of this article to elaborate as extensively

on the educational implications as on the rationale for doing oral

history. Willa Baum and Jane .McCracken (1974), ivh.,::Joseph Cash et-al.

(1975) have done us considerable service-in the "how to do it" canner.

It has been argued that oral history as information gathering is

limited in value'. More important, oral history can link to fundamental

sources of adolescent development and provide significant experiences

for'growth.',Its major impact maybe found in:

Identity: ego-development

Empathy: limited feeling of others' situations

Moma.17Sensitivity3 ability to "pass. over ",. transcent

Carrnunity Building: sharing and involvement, models

The classroan teacher will want to be attentive to thetypical phases

of planning aTplication -- debriefing. In the planning phase,

tha.gtudents will need to define their,imaediate objectives, their

specific audience and the types of questions that will be used in

the interviews. They will want some initial feedback from leaders in

the community about the sensitivities involVed or about the persons to

be interviewed on actually identified_for interviews. They will be



cautious .:... managing time so that neither interviewee .or interviewer

., --, 0

wastes opportunities.with poorly structured questions or as that
P .

Nobe too

equipment

y They Will . have to have the appropriate

recorder) and be prepared to use much more footage

than will be transferred to the written accounts.

In the application or execution phase, students can enhance

their decisian-making Skills (Meyer, 1978) by preparing and: asking

in a sensitive and appropriate.

(Chauncy, 1970),:

the following kinds of questions

Who are you and what back. .und are.yOu: coming from?
(identity and ego questions)

ilnatare,my/yournritives-and>)inntions and what do-ycya.:-

think theirs were?

How do I/we/you see what is going on Haw do these

'interacti of people determine or affect*their decisions

and actions? (empathetic and interpretrive questions)

What do I/We/they stand for in that situations(s)? mat

_..are the value propositions and principles which justify their

decision of action? (Moral sensitivity questions)

What do I/We/they/you live for in life? In cammunitY?

In this neighbourhood? (cgarunity building with others)

In the deiviefin4 phase there are tastsof analyzing the collections

of oral history, comparing it and perspectives with interviews from

the field, transfering the data from oral to written format with same

structuring, identifying the key elements and finding latterns and

differeDoes'in life styles, questioning values and the contexts in which

17



these operated, applying relevant `questions to ane''S own skills,

situations, and future directions. .An.assessment pr2cedareiNuld

also be developed f ,pr assessing the development of techniques and

carpetencies such as decisioxireking, _interviewing, interpreting, and

reporting.' The verydriportant ocypetency of empathy or. "passing over"

could.alsobe partially measured framire.sponses and self-reports.
. . ,

The vehicle ofdral-history provides no guarantee for .ra4cal

social change)aut.it is ono. of many rieans that social educators
fr

"mightdo well to promote.6* socialization prooess will be enriched

with an emphasis cn pcsiti aningful pluralism and with the

development of "a skill that in 'understanding others and in

sharingin the development of those common affectations and stamdards,

*Lich make life together possible, civil and even delightful.

4F

V.
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Notes

1. A number of national, provincial, and state associations

of oral hisbAy have emerged in recent years: The Canadian

Oral Histiiry Association Box 301, Station A. Ottawa, Ontario,

XIN8V3; Oral History Society, Department of Sociology,

University ofEsse.x, Wivenhoe Park, Colchester, C04 3SQ,

England; Oral story

P. O. BOx.13734

sociation, North Texas. State University,

Lion, Denton, Texas, U.S.A., 76203;

and The-Aural History Institute of British Columbia, 40

Provincial Archives, Par11ament building, Victoria, B. C.,

V8V 1X4.

2. A miter of popular neWs magazines have:identified

juumis$31.2:01 as the principal neurosis of North America and

North cans, e.g., Otto Rernbe interviewedbyIdnda

Rolfe, 'Why Same People Can't Love", Psychology Today (June,

1978) 'pp. 55-59; Gedbe Wtoddock, "The Mirror of Narcissus",

Saturday Night (Septembe, 1978) pp. 27 -29.,

3. While Fantini and Weinstein ilentify student Concerns they

perceive them aS.focussed upon student "self-development",

i.e., the educational strategies suggested are directed. to

what. we perceive as self-absorption and naive iniivichialiEm,

without regard fore the depth of social sentiments and syMbols
. ,

in which such c?ncerns are truly satisfied.

1t
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4. One of thelnIst recent efforts ±eported is that of the

Harvard team of Mcaellanto, Constantian, Raegaldo and

Stale, which fared that maturity levels in score young

adults is highly dependent upon the quality of the adult-

child relationships rather than the quantity/ among other

things. Cf. "Making it to Maturity", Ptychology Today

(June, 1978) pp. 42-52f.

5. There is a conflict of interpretations for those who view

the pfuraListic personality as ethically relative and those

who find it most universal and carpatible with-such ethical
. .

principles as :those. espoused by Crt711973). Here Novak (1974).

and Kehoe (1977) waid represent champions of the conflict.

6.. The most recent history. guidelines, History;. Intermediate Division,

1977, for Ontario's 7-10th grades contain various-references

to oral his but usually undPr anc er't!hr-lallb such as

"investigativp vities". Cne& the support documents,

(.No. 2, Canada's Multicultural Heritage, suggests under

"approach B" that: "The emphasis in this unit, is an individual

student research and the sharing of cultural experiences.

Students will interview men and warren in .the coarunity,

interpret records, and analyze docxrents in the process of

examarpg the cultural character of life of the cammity" (p.5)..
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